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NEW - BUBBLE GLASS VASES

Available in two sizes, our new Globe Vases add an organic softness to our 
glass collection. A charming vessel for favourite florals, from a single bud to a 

full bloom. Use one way for a bouquet or turn over to create a single stem vase. 

Our Mini Bubble Vase sits neatly in the palm of your hand, as you choose the 
perfect spot for the charming tiny vessel. The Medium Bubble Vase is equally 

tactile but creates a statement in the home. Handcrafted from borosilicate 
laboratory glass.

MEDIUM MINI



REVERSIBLE GLASS VASE

The perfect vessel for arranging your favourite florals, from a single bud to a 
full bouquet. A beautiful geometric object whether filled or empty. Use one 

way for a full arrangement or flip to create a single stem vase.

The dual-purpose vase allows 
you to make the most of your 
bouquet. As flowers start to 
fade, flip the vase and breathe 
new life into the remaining 
stems.

Hand-crafted from recycled 
borosilicate laboratory 
glass, the vases display 
clean geometric lines, 
complementing the natural 
florals within. Simply adding 
water creates a visual impact 
as the shapes within interact.



As with the large version, the Small 
Reversible Glass Vase offers two 
coloured vases in one, designed 
to let creativity flourish.

The smaller size makes a 
beautiful table centre piece when 
arranged in a set. 

They are also designed to 
sit neatly on the windowsill, 
celebrating foraged flowers.

SMALL REVERSIBLE GLASS VASE

The perfect vessel to arrange short stem florals, from a single  
bud to a bunch of wildflowers.



DUO TONE CANDLESTICK HOLDER

Dual colour glass candle holder. Crafted from borosilicate glass for a clean 
and smooth finish. The glass candlestick holders make add a splash of colour 

to the dining table or astylish shelf. Candlesticks are help firmly within.



GLASS INCENSE STICK HOLDER

Dual colour glass incense stick holder. Crafted from borosilicate glass for a 
clean and smooth finish. The glass holders add a splash of colour to a stylish 

shelf, ensuring ash is safely collected with the base.

GLASS TEA-LIGHT HOLDER

Dual colour glass tea-light holder. Crafted from borosilicate glass for a clean 
and smooth finish. The glass tea-light holders omit a warm glow when a 

candle is lit and placed within.



CANDLESTICK HOLDER - SMALL AND LARGE

Dual colour glass candlestick holder. Crafted from borosilicate glass for a 
clean and smooth finish. The elegant tall glass candlestick holders add a 

splash of colour to the dining table or a stylish shelf.



An exciting addition to 
our homeware range, the 
Candlestick Holder allows you to 
get creative with your display.

A muted colour palette 
encourages the use of multiple 
candles, from vibrant brights to 
muted pastels. 

They work well as a collective or 
sit confidently as a single piece.

TRIANGLE CANDLESTICK HOLDER

A simple Candlestick Holder crafted from a single piece of steel. An elegant 
addition to the dining table, keeping candles securely in place.



DUO TONE CARAFE

Perfect for the dining table, desk or bedside, our dual colour  
carafe features a lid that also acts as a drinking glass.  

Handcrated from Borosilicate Laboratory Glass.



BUBBLE GLASS

A playful addition to the dining table, our dual colour glass features  
a sweet bubble detail. The glass can also be used as a small vase,  

perfect for fresh or dried short stems.



BUBBLE DISH

Handmade borosilicate glass dish available in 2 sizes.  
Perfect for the dining table, desk or bedside, our dish features a playful 

bubble around which to arrange snacks, stationery or jewellery.



DUO TONE SPOON

Food-grade spoons, handcrafted from borosilicate laboratory glass.  
Perfect for spices, stirring your favourite drink or simply for display, our 

sculptural spoons bring colour and design to the table. 
 

Inspired by laboratory measuring spoons, our design evokes an apothecary 
vibe with a colourful twist. Incredibly tactile, the spoons are a joy to use. Every 

design detail of our spoon is important and functional, from the depth of the 
scoop to the length of the slender handle.  It can be the perfect coffee scoop, 

serving your morning yoghurt, or flip it and use as a stir stick for a cocktail.



GLASS WATERING CAN

Dual colour glass watering can.  
A useful and decorative piece crafted from borosilicate glass.  

Water your beloved house plants in style, or display pretty florals.



STACKING GLASS VASE

Versatile, three-way handmade glass vase crafted from borosilicate glass for 
our signature clean and geometric lines.

The vases have three alternative uses: place the small beside the large to create 
a pair, place the small within the top of the large for a tall shallow vase, or 

place the large within the small for a traditional vase with a dual colour twist.



BATHROOM TILE COLLECTION 

Block Design’s Bathroom Tile Collection offers a useful and beautiful solution 
to bathroom storage. The Toothbrush Holder and Soap Dish each have holes 

in the base to allow excess water to drain away.



DESK TILE COLLECTION 

The Desk Tile Collection allows unique stackable storage to keep a busy 
workspace tidy and ready to create. Items can be styled and stacked to suit 
your space, and our Plant Pot invites nature inside to promote productivity.



Our Geometric Photo Clip 
secures photos and postcards 
without leaving a mark.

Inspired by Bauhaus shapes and 
colours, the clips can be used as 
stands on the desk or mounted 
on the wall with a simple tack to 
display larger artwork.

A great add-on item by the till or 
at the checkout, the Photo Clips 
are always a popular stocking 
filler choice.

Also the perfect solution for POS. 
Sales literature and info can be 
updated easily.

GEOMETRIC PHOTO CLIP

Elevate favourite postcard or photographs with our innovative Photo Clips. 
Simply place your picture or memo within the free-standing metal clip and 

display. 



The Small Clipboard Frame is 
great for displaying poloroids 
prints.

A favourite tool for social media 
posts - it can elevate printed 
products and messages for further 
follower engagement.

The Medium Clipboard 
Frame can be used portrait or 
landscape.
The perfect partner for prints 
and postcards they are often 
purchased together in store. 
Also a popular choice for POS.

CLIPBOARD FRAMES

Share photographs and inspiration on this free-standing clipboard frame, an 
instant design tool to display memories, projects and plans.


